
During long conference calls, 
getting up out of your chair can 
make all the difference. Wearing 
the Logitech H820e Wireless 
Headset frees you to take notes 
on a whiteboard, step into a quiet 
office, or stretch. Designed for 
comfort and convenience, H820e 
includes a padded headband, 
replaceable ear pad covers, and a 
noise-canceling mic.

Logitech H820e Wireless Headset, available in both mono and dual 
versions, automatically pairs with any H820e dock—ideal for hot 
desking. This DECT wireless headset stays connected up to 300 ft 
(100m) from the dock and provides up to 10 hours of wideband 
talk time. With intuitive on-ear call controls, an in-call LED light to 
minimize interruptions, and a noise canceling microphone, the H820e 
is perfect for taking calls from your desk. 

With advanced business certifications and enhanced integration 
with popular calling platforms, users can expect a seamless meeting 
experience with any video conferencing application.
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1 For Cisco compatibility see www.logitech.com/ciscocompatibility for the latest version.
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Contact your reseller  
or call us at 1-800-811-0106  

Connectivity

Type DECT 6.0 with USB-A

Wireless range Up to 300 ft (100 m) 

Automatic pairing Automatically pairs when placed in any H820e charger dock, making it easy to charge in large deployment 
or hot desking situations.

Wide band/Narrow band 
switch

Provides the option to switch to narrow band for improved performance in areas of high-density 
deployment and for extended talk time.

Rechargeable battery
Talk Time Up to 10 hours 

Charging 3 hours connected to charging stand provides full charge

Audio

Microphone type Bi-directional ECM noise-canceling mic

Flexible mic boom Rotate the boom up or down and bend it left or right to move it closer to your mouth

Sound quality True wideband audio and digital signal processing (DSP)

Acoustic protection Protection against sounds above 115dBA; compliant with EN60950-1

Ease of use

On-ear controls Answer/end calls and adjust the volume with raised on-ear controls. 

Mute status Mute/unmute the call with on-boom button. A red LED light that can be seen while wearing the headset 
provides visual mute status.

In-call indicator light An LED indicator on the back of the boom provides a visual alert to those behind you that you are  
on a call. 

Incoming call indicator A visual indicator tells you when you have an incoming call.

Business grade materials Padded leatherette headband and ear pads as well as strong TR90 nylon construction, a more durable 
material than ABS, with a higher level of resistance to everyday chemicals including hairspray  
and sunscreen.

Certified for Business Certifications Certified for Skype for Business and Cisco Jabber® 1. Also compatible with other popular calling platforms 
such as Blue Jeans, BroadSoft®, Google Voice™, GoToMeeting™, Microsoft Teams®, Vidyo™, and Zoom™.

General

Part number H820e Mono: 981-000511 | H820e Dual: 981-000516

Dimensions & weight H820e Mono
174 x 165 x 50 mm  
(6.75 x 6.5 x 2 in)
88 g/3.1 oz

H820e Dual
174 x 165 x 50 mm 
(6.75 x 6.5 x 2 in)
128 g/3.1 oz

Base
73 x 128 x 82 mm  
(2.8 x 5 x 3.25 in)
475 g/16.8 oz

Packaging
180 x 236 x 79 mm  
(7.1 x 9.3 x 3.1 in)
250 g/8.8 oz

What’s in the box Headset, Charging Stand, AC power adapter, USB-A cable, Quick Start guide and warranty card

Warranty 2-year limited hardware warranty

KEY FEATURES AND PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

DECT spectrum wireless connectivity up to 300 ft (100 meters) provides 
exceptional wireless range that won’t interfere with WiFi® devices in your office.

LED indicator lights provide visual confirmation of in-call status, mute, and 
incoming calls while on-ear controls allow you to easily answer/end calls and 
adjust volume up/down.

Acoustic echo cancellation and noise-cancelling microphone optimized so 
you can hear and be heard in noisy workspaces.
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